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On a cold, snowy, Valentine’s Day, members of the Worship Space Working Group and other friends 

from First Lutheran visited three churches in the Columbus area. Just as on our last trip, we were not 

looking for specific ideas to copy, or architects to hire. Instead, our objectives were to: 

 practice “reading” a room to see what it tells us about those who use it 

 see worship spaces unlike ones we’ve seen before 

 experience how different spaces can affect the way we feel 

 think more about what kind of space would be appropriate for FLC 

 

The report from our 1/30/15 trip has more details about the process we used at each church.  

 

Those attending were: 

 from the WSWG: Doris Garber, Jimmy Madsen, Dan Wenger, Brian Wentzel 

 from the NBC: Sue Perry 

 other interested people: Mike Mowrey, Doris Mowrey, Doug Krucinski, Lynn Krucinski, Dennis 

Krucinski, Jean Chrulski, Sandy Jensen, Carey Wenzel, Danka Wentzel, Adele Wentzel, Soren 

Wentzel, Gale Wenger 

 

We will had the privilege of spending some time with Walter Huffman. Professor Huffman is retired 

from Trinity Seminary, where he taught worship and was Dean of the chapel. He has been at the 

forefront of the changes in Lutheran worship spaces over the last few decades. He is co-author of Where 

We Worship and its Leader Guide, a study on worship space published in 1987 by the LCA. He served as 

the chair and was on the writing team of the group that put together Worship Space and the Christian 

Assembly. He has helped in the selection of churches and began our day with a presentation. 

 

For his presentation, Professor Huffman used the categories of “Holy Place” and “Holy People” as two 

different and perhaps opposing ideas that have shaped worship spaces throughout history. Ancient 

temples, including the Jewish ones in Jerusalem, are “holy places” – places meant to be monumental, 

and set apart from the world. These places often had increasing levels of holiness as one went towards 

the center, with the “holy of holies” reserved for only the priest at the top of the hierarchy. Jewish 

synagogues, on the other hand, focused on “holy people” – they were very functional spaces which 

accommodated the activities of study and fellowship that took place in them. In many ways they were 

extensions of the domestic spaces (homes) in which many important Jewish observances take place. 

 

Professor Huffman shows pictures of various Christian worship spaces from the last 2000 years, showing 

how the trend has gone from “holy people” (the house churches of the first few centuries after Jesus) to 

“holy places” (long and narrow cathedrals with areas reserved only for clergy). In recent years, most 

liturgical thinkers have emphasized “holy people” again with worship space that have altars in the midst 

of the people, clear windows to let in the outside, and an emphasis on the gathered assembly as the 

primary symbol of God. 

  



Epiphany Lutheran Church, Pickerington 

The sanctuary and gathering area were built in 1996 as part of a phased building project. 

 

 
 



 
 

 

 



 
 

We had a short time in this space because our first hour was spent with Professor Huffman. The most 

often used word people used to describe the space was “cluttered.” It had a fairly traditional setup, with 

most seating in pews angled slightly inward. Angled seating on the sides toward the front was used for 

musicians. 

 

The sense of clutter came partly from actual clutter: there was a setup for a praise band with music 

stands and trailing cables on the same platform as the altar and pulpit and there was a purposeless 

group of potted plants near the front. But the main reason was a lack of cohesion in colors, styles, and 

textures throughout the space. 

 

The altar, pulpit, and font were matching, which drew attention to the unity of Word and Sacrament, 

although their appearance was a bit dated, and their arrangement did not inspire the group. There were 

some wonderful hangings on the altar, but they were dwarfed by large printed banners which were 

mostly text. The committee discussed how using words on banners or other art pieces tends to decrease 

the power of the piece, turning it into a sign (specific, defined meaning) rather than a symbol 

(suggestion of multiple themes and meanings). 

 

The gathering area was large, with a high ceiling, and had smaller grouping of seating, tables, etc. in 

various corners. The congregation also uses it as their social hall for meals. The size and height of the 

space made it feel significant, but the groupings made it feel intimate. 

 

Principles people thought of that might be transferable to our new space included: 

 good permanent handbell setup 

 large gathering area with a number of smaller defined groupings 



Holy Trinity Lutheran, Upper Arlington 

The new sanctuary and gathering area were added on to the existing building in 2012. 

 

 



 
 

 



 

 



 
 

 



Like the Church of the Resurrection on our previous trip, this was the favorite of most people, and also 

the hardest to photograph! Words people used to describe it included: flexible, functional, worshipful, 

timeless, fresh, active and interesting. The worship space is rectangular in shape, with an apse (circular 

protrusion) on one of the short ends and an organ on the other short end. Everything in the room, 

except for the organ pipes, is movable, even the platform for the altar. During our visit the room was set 

up with the altar at the center of one of the long walls with seating on three sides. The seating was a 

mixture of chairs and short pews. We learned that the arrangement of the room is rearranged at least 

every liturgical season. 

 

The space was very visually pleasing, comfortable, and peaceful. We spent a while trying to figure out 

why. The space was very unified. There was one color palette that was used throughout the space, 

mostly earth tones and wood. The clear windows let in abundant and pleasing light, but were small 

enough and non-central enough that we were not distracted by the traffic passing by on the road. The 

shape of the room was almost symmetrical but not quite. Every side was different and had its own 

focus. The apse on one end balanced the organ on the other. There was also a great deal of attention 

given to quality materials and textures on the floor and walls. We noticed that above eye level the walls 

were fairly plain, but the lighting and details at eye level kept us from focusing up there. These details 

also gave the room a sense of elegance. 

 

The “movablility” of the space gave it an active feel to many, even with experiencing it in only one 

configuration. It gave the sense of a congregation open to change. The apse drew a lot of positive 

attention, and is used for small services and also as a place for the altar and pulpit for some 

arrangements. The simplicity and lack of clutter made it seem like the assembled people were the focus 

of the space. The font and altar seemed a bit too small for the space, although the table had beautifully 

carved legs. Although water was in the font it was not visible to someone who was seated. Neither the 

pulpit nor the altar platform were accessible. The pulpit seemed quite plain and its steps a bit 

hazardous. There is no provision for projection. 

 

Though there was no stained glass in the worship space, it was used throughout the rest of the building 

(even in the bathrooms!). Like all the churches we visited today, large glass doors connected the 

worship space to the gathering area. Like the first church, the gathering area was a large, open area with 

a high ceiling, but with a number of individually defined areas in it. 

 

Principles people thought of that might be transferable to our new space included: 

 use of wood and light 

 cohesion of color and texture 

 apse – smaller space both set apart and part of the larger space 

 flexibility 

 in a flexible space – need many outlets and microphone jacks spread throughout the space 

 

We later learned that the space was not quite finished. A large, brightly colored artwork will be installed 

on the wall behind where the altar stood, and some of the clear windows will be replaced with etched or 

stained glass. Many of us felt ambivalent about these additions, and thought that they might negate 

some of the things we liked about the space.  



Lord of Life Lutheran, Columbus 

This new sanctuary and gathering area were added to the existing building in 2000. 

 

 
 



 
 

 



 
 

This last church had a bit of an auditorium feel in its arrangement. Words we used to describe it 

included: open, bright, energetic, mish-mash, cold, plain, empty. There was a very strong focus on the 

front of the space through the use of light, ceiling height, and a large platform. The seating and furniture 

(except for the font) are movable, but it seemed that the room would make any arrangement other than 

the auditorium one seem artificial. There were a few unusual aspects of the space, such as brick flooring 

that moved and clicked when you walked on it, and a font that was made out of a decorative sink. These 

made more sense when we were told the stories behind them, but puzzled us without the stories. 

 

We had become sensitive to unity of color and texture, and did not find that here. The style and colors 

of the altar and pulpit seemed out of place to many. The platform was not accessible. Here, as at the last 

church, there was no special seating for the leaders – they merely sit in the front row of the assembly 

seating. There was wonderful use made of false walls: behind the altar and in the two back corners of 

the square space you could walk behind a rounded wall and find a chapel, the vestry, or storage space. 

The clear windows let in ample daylight, but were so high you could only see sky. We learned that the 

backdrop to the platform was repainted multiple times a year with different colors and artwork. 

 

Principles people thought of that might be transferable to our new space included: 

 things with sentimental value for insiders can seem strange or inexplicable to outsiders and 

newcomers 

 communication between planning committees and a unified vision for a unified space 

 good location for music 

 false walls 

 a collection of processional crosses – one used per season 


